Directions for Use

The Parasol Wired Falls Prevention Seatbelt is exclusively used with the Parasol Wired Falls Monitor to alert the staff when a
patient is attempting to exit a chair. The red loop allows the patient and staff to easily unlock the belt with a simple sweeping
motion that does not require individual finger dexterity. This device is used to alert the nurse staff and should not be used as a
restraint.
WARNING: Before using this device with a patient, read through the following instructions in their entirety. Ensure that the device is
used correctly and oriented properly to ensure proper response in the event of the patient attempting to exit their chair. Examine the
device for damage before use. Do not use the device if there is any damage that effects its functionality. Always test the device
using the following instructions before using with a patient. Failure to use listed instructions or using a damaged device can cause
serious injury to patient. This device is design for use with Parasol Wired Falls Prevention Monitor only.

Setting Up the Seatbelt
Attaching Seatbelt to Chair:
Begin by looping the seatbelt around a solid support, recommend using a chair leg
or a solid bar, and clip each side onto itself by clipping one of the d-hooks on the
green section. See Figure 1. Leave the other side unclipped until patient is
positioned in the chair. Gently pull on seatbelt to verify that the clip is properly
connected and connection location can support the patient’s weight.
Fitting Seatbelt for Patient:

Figure 1

Position the patient it the chair. Guide the unclipped side of the seatbelt between
the armrest and the back of the chair to obtain proper securement around patient.
Secure the seatbelt around the patient and guide the seatbelt between the arm rest
and the back of the chair on the other side. See Figure 2. Attach the other metal
clip in the the same manner as the first by looping it around a solid support and
clipping it onto itself on the green section.
Adjust the seatbelt length by sliding the buckle to shorten or increase the length.
See Figure 3.
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Connecting Seatbelt to Parasol Wired Falls Monitor
Insert Parasol Wired Falls Monitor into chair mount. Gently pull on monitor
to verify properly secured in mount. Insert cord from seatbelt into either the
Pad1 or Pad2 outlets on the monitor, See Figure 4. Guide the cord so it
won’t become tangled in the wheel of the wheelchair. The monitor will beep
once when plug is inserted into monitor (if seatbelt is engaged).
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Using Seatbelt with Parasol Wired Falls Monitor
To remove the seatbelt, pull the red loop with a simple sweeping motion. See
Figure 5. The Parasol Wired Falls Prevention Monitor will alarm when
seatbelt is disengaged, Velcro blue buckle is separated. See Figure 6. To
silence the alarm, press the RESET button on the monitor or re-engage the
seatbelt. When the seatbelt is re-engaged, the monitor will beep once to
confirm connection.
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Cleaning and on-going care of your Seatbelt
MicrobeCare™ Treatment on Parasol Monitors and Wireless Pads
For any gross contamination, food, drink etc. or between use with different patients, the seatbelt can
be cleaned by wiping it with a wet towelette using water or any standard Hospital disinfectant.
Continuous Built-in protection - for your convenience, all Parasol seatbelts are treated with a
permanently bonded antimicrobial barrier called MicrobeCare™. MicrobeCare™ is non-leaching
and has proven viricidal, bactericidal, germicidal and tuberculocidal efficacy. A list of approved
cleaning agents and a list of microbes against which the MicrobeCare™ technology has been tested
may be obtained by visiting the MicrobeCare™ website at www.MicrobeCare.com.
For a complete falls prevention system, add Parasol Pressure Pads and Incontinence Monitoring
System to your Parasol Wired Falls Seatbelt. For a complete list of Parasol Falls Prevention products
visit http://www.parasolmed.com/falls-prevention/ or call Parasol Medical LLC.
Tel: 847-520-3000
Fax: 847-520-1234
Email: info@parasolmed.com
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